The **word webs** in the *Oxford English Thesaurus for Schools* give words related to a topic, such as **food**, **fashion**, or **photography**. These can be useful for both fiction and non-fiction writing, e.g. the panel for **bird** lists various types of sea birds, birds of prey, etc; and the panel for **drama** gives terms related to drama such as **amphitheatre**, **ensemble**, and **monologue**.

**Weave a word web**

Use the word web for **spider** to finish off the spider’s word web.

1 – 4. Write down four different types of spider.

5. What types of creatures are spiders and scorpions?

6. What is the name of a young or immature spider?

7. What is the name of the organ with which a spider spins silk?

8. What is the fear of spiders called?
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Wonderful word webs  
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